Abstract
Introduction
To provide various services to users in smart home environment, several steps such as gathering right sensing value, reasoning precise contexts of entities, and deploying the most appropriate services must proceed. Most of the works which have been done focuses on the context-awareness and services, but they were not able to recognize personalized user contexts unless rules are defined for each individual. Furthermore, previous inference algorithms which have high-speed reasoning performance require relatively plenty of memory spaces. In this paper, we introduce the inference algorithm which is optimized for the embedded system, user profile that contains user's preference for each context, and their convergence for the advanced context-awareness.
User profile
Previous systems for smart home services dealt with how the services are provided. For example, if the conditions like temperature, user location, and time are satisfied, the system used to fire service directly, and most of the smart home systems calibrated those services to satisfy user. As each user prefers different environment conditions, it looks reasonable. However, the system must recognize user's context before deploying services as mentioned above, or it loses credibility. It is because no matter how the service is great, there is a chance that user does not want the service at that time.
To obtain more precise context, we created user profile which contains user's preference for each context and service according to the profile management methods from [1] .
Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC The user profile is built up by using profile schema and written in XML for the purpose of easy modification. Each user who resides in the domain should have whose own profile for the better context-awareness. They are loaded while the inference engine performs reasoning and affect the result of inference.
Context Preference
Context preference is a key feature of the user profile. It stores the information of preferences that users like for each context. For example, some users might want to sleep in dark environment and the others could prefer the lighter room illuminance to sleep well. Context preference is made to catch these kinds of different favors of individuals.
The elements or conditions where users can reflect their preference are determined by their unique characteristic. They must have a spectrum in its range so that users have more than two options to choose which invokes necessity of recognizing user's favors. For instance, environment information like illuminance has a wide range of spectrum to be selected as preference. On the other hands, binary information like ON and OFF is not helpful for the most of time because for example, the users must turn on the TV to watch something.
Once the conditions are defined, it is necessary to determine how the system is going to understand user's preference. Generally, the users do not express their preference in numeric value like 26.5 degree Celsius. They describe what they feel in linguistic expression such as cold, mild, and warm. To let the users and the system communicate well each other on ambiguous expressions, we adopted membership functions from Fuzzy Theory [2] .
Figure 2. Membership Functions for Temperature
The membership functions shown above are fixed as defined [3] . If the user's preference is changed, then it switches to other function rather than re -defining functions because the system needs a static reference to compare with other users' preference.
Service Preference
Service preference contains the information that how the user wants to be served. It is used by service application layer rather than middleware or context provider. If a user is trying to take a shower, the system must control the water temperature which the user prefers. For now, only services related to the contexts such as watchingTV and washing are defined yet since the service application layer is still being developed. 
Inference engine

Figure 3. Block Diagram of Context Acquisition in Context Provider
Working Memory is a memory space to hold current contexts in the domain. Inference Module is where the actual reasoning takes place with rule-matching, profile adjustment, and verification. Profile Manager is to load user profiles and provide the information of user preference. Context Inspector literally inspects contexts to check if they are duplicate or invalid before adding contexts to Working Memory. Fuzzyfier performs fuzzification on sensor value, and Low-level Context Composer creates low-level contexts. Ontology provider supports ontological information like relations between entities.
Inference Algorithm
Traditional inference engines played with working memory to find all valid matches since the rule-based inference engines should deal with the known facts. It inevitably caused desperate running time as the size of working memory increases. RETE is one of the famous rule-matching algorithms to solve this problem [4, 5] . It reduced the inference time as creating extra networks for any change in working memory, but it also has a disadvantage that requiring lots of memory space to keep networks.
Our inference engine adopted forward chaining algorithm to infer context and backward chaining to verify the contexts inferred. In a small domain like home, it was theoretically obvious that running time for inference won't take so long, and the platform where the inference engine is installed has a limited hardware specification.
Therefore, we decided to user Brute Force Algorithm and sacrifice running time rather than memory space.
Not like other traditional inference engine, the inference process does not occur in working memory. It accesses to the Working Memory only when finding matches linearly. The inference proceeds by substituting variables in the current rule being matched with instances in Working Memory. If there is a variable with no instance, the engine immediately returns false so that the running time can be optimized. If any instance is found for the current variable, then it moves to next variable for substitution. Once all variables are substituted, the engine starts to look up the Working Memory to see if all conditions are satisfied. If no matches are found for the current combination, then the inference engine will try another combination.
These processes are run recursively so that all possible outcomes can be examined, and the memory space can be saved. In addition, we cannot simply use a lot of nested loops like poor Brute Force Algorithm because it is not flexible enough to respond to dynamic number of variables for each rule and instances of each variable. The concept of making possible combinations of contexts is pretty similar with traveling binary search tree. It starts from the bottom left and ends at the bottom right [6] . 
Profile-applied Inference
The inference engine which has been demonstrated so far does not have a critical improvement compared to the previous inference engines as the user profile is not applied yet.
The user profile is applied when all variables are substituted, and if there is any user who is related to the context, a corresponding profile is loaded and substitutes the value of context. For example, if someone cannot sleep in completely dark room and prefer the lighter illuminance, his/her lighting preference will be like dim or gloomy. Since the profile has that information, it replaces the value in a rule which is dark to his/her preference and finds matches.
Figure 5. A Flowchart of the Entire Inference Procedures
After the entire matching process is done, a function named Status Validator is called to check if user's state is valid. If any condition for user's current context is failed, the user context will be changed to 'none' state to describe no context is applied for user.
Conclusion
In this paper, we categorized steps to provide smart home services in smart home environment and introduced how more precise contexts can be obtained. To gain user's credibility on the smart home system, it is essential that correct services must be given on the right time regardless of the quality of service.
We could save more memory space with the newly developed inference algorithm because it is only proportional to the number of types of variables in a rule. The user profile made it possible to infer personalized contexts applying user's preference without writing many lines of rules for each individual. It also gave the flexibility in building and modifying rules to not even system developers but users.
